Visual attention provides a means of selecting among the barrage of information reaching the retina and of enhancing the perceptual discriminability of relevant stimuli. Neurophysiological studies in monkeys and functional imaging studies in humans have demonstrated neural correlates of these perceptual improvements in visual cortex during attention. Importantly, voluntary attention improves the discriminability of visual cortical responses to relevant stimuli. Recent work aimed at identifying sources of attentional modulation has implicated the frontal eye field (FEF) in driving spatial attention. Subthreshold microstimulation of the FEF enhances the responses of area V4 neurons to spatially corresponding stimuli. However, it is not known whether these enhancements include improved visual-response discriminability, a hallmark of voluntary attention. We used receiver-operator characteristic analysis to quantify how well V4 responses discriminated visual stimuli and examined how discriminability was affected by FEF microstimulation. Discriminability of responses to stable visual stimuli decayed over time but was transiently restored after microstimulation of the FEF. As observed during voluntary attention, the enhancement resulted only from changes in the magnitude of V4 responses and not in the relationship between response magnitude and variance. Enhanced response discriminability was apparent immediately after microstimulation and was reliable within 40 ms of microstimulation onset, indicating a direct influence of FEF stimulation on visual representations. These results contribute to the mounting evidence that saccade-related signals are a source of spatial attentive selection.
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cognition ͉ gain control ͉ oculomotor ͉ prefrontal cortex ͉ visual perception C overt visual attention selectively enhances relevant signals from among the flood of information that enters the eye. Perception of attended stimuli is enhanced in a variety of ways (1) (2) (3) , but in general discrimination of attended stimuli is improved (4) . Neurophysiological studies in monkeys and functional imaging studies in humans have demonstrated neural correlates of these perceptual improvements in visual cortex during attention (5) (6) (7) . Recent work has implicated saccaderelated circuits in driving modulations of visual processing during spatial attention. Specifically, subthreshold microstimulation of the frontal eye field (FEF), an area involved in the control of voluntary saccadic eye movements (8, 9) , improves performance on an attention task (10, 11) and transiently enhances visual responses in extrastriate area V4 (12, 13) . It is known that voluntary attention improves the discriminability of V4 neuronal responses (14, 15) and that the enhanced discriminability results from selective changes in the magnitude of visual responses but not in their reliability (16) . Although the effects of FEF microstimulation on V4 responses mirror those of voluntary attention in some respects (12, 13) , how FEF microstimulation affects response discriminability and reliability is not known.
We studied the influence of FEF microstimulation on the ability of V4 neurons to discriminate receptive field (RF) stimuli. We used receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) analysis (17) , applied to each neuron's response (18) , to quantify how well V4 responses could discriminate two stimuli, and we used this metric to examine how visual-response discriminability in the population of V4 neurons was affected by FEF microstimulation. Several hundred ms after visual stimulus onset, response adaptation had markedly reduced the discriminability of V4 responses to different RF stimuli. However, FEF microstimulation transiently restored response discriminability. Furthermore, the enhancement in discriminability resulted from stimulation-driven changes in response magnitude but not in response reliability. Both effects have been observed in V4 neurons during voluntary attention (16) . The enhancement was restricted to responses to RF stimuli appearing at locations that were aligned with the end point of the saccade that could be evoked at the stimulation site. Importantly, enhanced discriminability was apparent immediately after FEF microstimulation, suggesting that the effect of stimulation on visual representations is direct. These results suggest that neural circuits involved in voluntary saccade production also modulate representations in the visual cortex during covert attention.
Results

Visual Response Discriminability.
We studied the responses of single V4 neurons to different RF stimuli in monkeys performing a passive fixation task. Fig. 1A shows the response of an example neuron when one of two differently oriented bars was presented to its RF. Shortly after visual stimulus onset (90-290 ms), this neuron responded differently to the two test stimuli (paired t test, P Ͻ 0.01). The ROC curve computed from the onset response quantifies the extent to which the response discriminates between the two stimuli tested (Fig. 1B) . The area under the ROC curve (A ROC ), in this case 0.76, is the performance (76%) expected of an ideal observer if she were to make her decision about the RF stimulus orientation based solely on the neuron's response (17) , and it is used here as an index of visual-response discriminability (18) . For the population of 78 neurons, the mean onset response discriminability varied widely, with a mean 〈 ROC of 0.68. We focused our analyses on the subset of neurons that individually showed selective responses to the two RF stimuli (paired t test, P Ͻ 0.05; n ϭ 37/78, 47%) (Fig. 1C) . For this subset of neurons, response discriminability decayed throughout the trial and had decreased significantly by 500 ms after visual stimulus onset (⌬A ROC ϭ Ϫ0.23, permutation test, P Ͻ 10 Ϫ12 ) (Fig. 1D) , despite the fact that the RF stimulus remained stable throughout the trial. This degradation in discriminability may reflect the response adaptation often observed in the responses of V4 neurons to stable RF stimuli (19) (20) (21) .
We examined the impact of 20-50 ms of subthreshold FEF stimulation on the visual-response discriminability of simultaneously recorded V4 neurons (Fig. 2) . During each experiment, we selected FEF sites with saccade vectors that corresponded spatially with the V4 RF. For the example neuron, microstimulation applied 500 ms after visual onset enhanced responses to the preferred stimulus (paired t test, P Ͻ 0.02) but did not reliably affect responses to the nonpreferred stimulus (paired t test, P Ͼ 0.5) (Fig. 2 A) . This stimulus-selective response enhancement produced significant stimulus tuning during microstimulation trials (paired t test, P Ͻ 0.02), whereas the responses during control trials could not differentiate the two oriented-bar stimuli (paired t test, P Ͼ 0.8). This enhanced discriminability is reflected in the ROC curves generated from stimulation and control trials (A ROCstim ϭ 0.86, A ROCcont ϭ 0.55, respectively) (Fig. 2B) .
Microstimulation reliably enhanced response discriminability for the entire population (⌬A ROC ϭ 0.05; permutation test, P Ͻ 0.003; n ϭ 78) as well as for the neurons that exhibited reliable tuning at visual onset (⌬A ROC ϭ 0.05; permutation test, P Ͻ 0.02; n ϭ 37) (Fig. 2C) . Microstimulation could therefore recover Ϸ22% of the response discriminability lost during the first half of the trial. For the tuned neurons, the effect of microstimulation on response discriminability was correlated with the drop in discriminability during the trial (Pearson's correlation, r ϭ 0.39, P Ͻ 0.02) (Fig. 2D) . Thus, FEF microstimulation appeared to compensate for the decay in discriminability observed with stable visual stimuli.
The effect of FEF microstimulation on V4 responses has been shown to depend on the spatial alignment of the visual stimulus and the activated saccade representation within the RF (13) . A subset of neurons (n ϭ 49) were tested with RF stimuli that were either spatially aligned or misaligned with the saccade vector that could be evoked at the stimulation site (Fig. 3) . As expected, for neurons displaying significant tuning for visual stimuli appearing at the aligned RF position (n ϭ 18), microstimulation enhanced neuronal response discriminability during aligned conditions (A ROCcont ϭ 0.59, A ROCstim ϭ 0.66, ⌬A ROC ϭ 0.07; permutation test, P Ͻ 0.02) (Fig. 3A) . By contrast, during misaligned conditions, microstimulation did not affect the response discriminability of neurons tuned at the misaligned position (A ROCcont ϭ 0.59, A ROCstim ϭ 0.58, ⌬A ROC ϭ Ϫ0.01; permutation test, P Ͼ 0.7; n ϭ 25) (Fig. 3B ).
Response Reliability. The ability of V4 neurons to discriminate visual stimuli depends on the overall difference in mean responses to different stimuli as well as on response reliability. Stimulation-driven enhancement of discriminability could reflect an increase in the response difference between different stimuli and/or a reduction in variability. To determine whether FEF microstimulation affects response reliability, we examined the relationship between mean response magnitude (spike count) and variance across trials (Fig. 4A ). Response magnitude and variance data for the population of tuned neurons (n ϭ 37) was pooled and fit with a power function (16, 22) for stimulation and control conditions. Stimulation and control functions did not differ in their power terms (power stimulation ϭ 1.15, power control ϭ 1.03; paired t test, P Ͼ 0.5) or coefficients (coeff stimulation ϭ 1.07, coeff control ϭ 1.29; paired t test, P Ͼ 0.1). However, stimulation did significantly increase the mean response to preferred stimuli (normalized response: stim ϭ 0.91, cont ϭ 0.75; paired t test, P Ͻ 0.0005), whereas the mean response to nonpreferred stimuli remained unchanged (stim ϭ 0.61, cont ϭ 0.57; paired t test, P Ͼ 0.3) (Fig. 4B ). These changes in response magnitude increased the difference between preferred and nonpreferred responses (normalized response difference: stim ϭ 0.29, cont ϭ 0.18; paired t test, P Ͻ 0.02). Thus, like voluntary attention, FEF microstimulation improved response discriminability in V4 neurons by selectively enhancing responses to preferred stimuli without altering response reliability.
Timing. To assess how quickly microstimulation altered V4 response discriminability, we examined the subset of experiments in which very brief trains of microstimulation (20 ms; n ϭ 16) were delivered to the FEF site. For these neurons, we compared the response to an effective visual stimulus with the response to a blank RF to maximize the sensitivity of the ROC analysis. We computed a moving 20-ms window average of ROC areas surrounding the time of FEF microstimulation. Because of the stimulation artifact, response discriminability during microstimulation was transiently disrupted. However, an increase in ROC areas was evident immediately after the offset of the microstimulation train. Already in the first poststimulation time bin, ROC areas were significantly increased above control (⌬A ROC ϭ 0.06; permutation test, P Ͻ 0.04) (Fig. 5A) . Therefore, the discriminability enhancement began within 40 ms of the first FEF microstimulation pulse. For comparison with the effect of FEF microstimulation, we examined the influence of a simulated phosphene on response discriminability in a small number of V4 neurons (n ϭ 11). The simulated phosphene, depicted in Fig. 5B , consisted of a translucent Gaussian blob (23) transiently superimposed on the stable RF stimulus (or the background) late in the trial. As with the neurons tested with short microstimulation trains, we computed ROC areas from responses to an effective visual stimulus compared with responses to a blank RF. In contrast to the effect of FEF microstimulation, presentation of the simulated phos- phene disrupted response discriminability. This disruption began 70 ms after the onset of the simulated phosphene, approximating the visual latency of V4 neurons (24) , and persisted for Ͼ150 ms. This finding is consistent with the prediction that the simulated phosphene should temporarily mask the stable RF stimulus when presented simultaneously (11, 25) and is consistent with a previous observation that visual cues can interfere with neuronal responses to subsequently presented RF targets (26) . By comparison, for the longer (50-ms) FEF stimulation trains, discriminability of an effective stimulus from a blank RF was increased for the duration of the 70-ms analysis window (permutation test, P Ͻ 0.03; n ϭ 61).
Discussion
We found that FEF microstimulation increases the ability of V4 neurons to discriminate RF stimuli. V4 response discrimination decays during the presentation of a stable RF stimulus but is transiently restored by FEF microstimulation. The increase in discriminability is restricted to responses to visual stimuli appearing at RF locations aligned with the saccade vector that could be evoked from the FEF site, whereas discriminability of stimuli appearing at misaligned locations remains unchanged. Discriminability enhancement results from changes in response magnitude but not from changes in response reliability. These results, along with previous studies using FEF microstimulation (12, 13) , demonstrate that this manipulation modulates visual responses in a manner remarkably similar to the well characterized effects of voluntary attention.
We found that stimulation-driven enhancement of response discriminability is present as soon as it can be measured. By using very brief trains of stimulation pulses, discriminability enhancement is apparent immediately after the offset of FEF microstimulation. Within the relatively small subset of cells tested with 20-ms trains, the enhancement was reliable in the first time bin after microstimulation offset. Thus, the restorative influence of microstimulation on response discriminability takes effect within 40 ms of the first current pulse delivered to the FEF. This finding addresses an important caveat to recent studies reporting attentional benefits from microstimulation of saccade representations during psychophysical tasks. The concern is that the observed effects could be due to an indirect effect of microstimulation (11, 23, 27, 28) . Specifically, microstimulation could perhaps induce a spatially localized experience that could subsequently orient attention to the veridical stimulus. Although the possibility of inducing a visual experience, or phosphene, is considered most often (11, 23, 27, 28) , microstimulation could conceivably induce a variety of experiences, including highly complex or ''psychical'' ones (29, 30) . However, the rapid enhancement in discriminability implies that rather than producing an experience that subsequently attracts attention, FEF microstimulation activates a neural circuit responsible for modulating visual responses. Moreover, activation of this circuit might underlie the behavioral improvements observed after FEF microstimulation in animals performing an attention task (10, 11) . In addition, our failure to produce enhancements of response discriminability with a simulated phosphene is consistent with findings that substitution of microstimulation with simulated phosphenes does not lead to improved attentional performance (23, 28) . Therefore, unless our observations were due primarily to antidromic activation of neurons outside the FEF, e.g., in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP), our results imply that FEF neurons, perhaps by way of other structures activated orthodromically, enhance representations in visual cortex during spatial attention. Indeed, the FEF projects to the superior colliculus (SC) and area LIP, two areas known to be involved in both saccade control and visual attention (23, 27, 28, 31, 32) . Thus, there are several pathways by which FEF stimulation could act on visual responses. The conclusion that saccadic representations drive attention is supported by a number of recent studies. One study that recorded neuronal activity in the FEF while monkeys performed covert visual search tasks found that both visual and visuomovement neurons had elevated responses to the search target, a popout stimulus, although no saccades were made to the target (33) . By contrast, responses of neurons with purely movementrelated activity were suppressed, suggesting that some neurons participate selectively in saccade production and others participate in covert visual selection. Similarly, another study that recorded neuronal activity in the SC while monkeys performed a visual discrimination task found that visuomovement neurons were active during covert shifts of attention (31) . Thus, both the FEF and SC contain neurons that signal the locus of attention. Moreover, these results suggest that visuomovement neurons have a dual role in both covert visual selection and saccade production. These findings are complemented by experiments that test whether neuronal signaling in the FEF and SC is necessary for attention by inactivating these areas. Reversible inactivation of FEF neurons not only impairs saccade production (34, 35) but has also been shown to increase reaction time in a covert visual search task that did not require eye movement responses (36) . In addition, reversible inactivation of the SC produces deficits in target selection that cannot be attributed to a purely visual or motor impairment (37) . Consistent with neurophysiological studies in monkeys, transcranial magnetic stimulation experiments provide causal evidence that the attentional role of the FEF is conserved in humans (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) . Finally, studies in the barn owl have found that microstimulation of gaze-control circuits homologous with primate FEF produces space-specific modulation of auditory responses (44) . Thus, evidence from a diverse set of experimental approaches, species, and modalities, has accrued to indicate that saccade-related mechanisms drive spatial attention in the absence of overt orienting. The improved ability of V4 neurons to discriminate RF stimuli after FEF microstimulation might account for at least some of the perceptual benefits of attention.
Methods
General and Surgical Procedures. Four male monkeys (two Macaca mulatta and two Macaca fascicularis, 4-10 kg) were used in these experiments. All experimental procedures were in accordance with National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, the Society for Neuroscience Guidelines and Policies, and Stanford University Administrative Panel on Laboratory Animal Care. General experimental and surgical procedures have been described previously (45) . Each animal was surgically implanted with a head post, a scleral eye coil, and two recording chambers. Surgery was conducted by using aseptic techniques under general anesthesia (isoflurane), and analgesics were provided during postsurgical recovery. Two craniotomies were performed on each animal, allowing access to dorsal V4, on the prelunate gyrus, and FEF, on the anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus.
Visual Stimuli and Behavioral Task. Monkeys were trained to fixate within a 2-3°diameter error window surrounding a central spot; 250-500 ms after fixation, oriented-bar stimuli (1-4°ϫ 0.25-1.0°) were presented for 1-2 s at locations both inside and outside the RF of the V4 neuron under study. On 50% of experimental trials, subthreshold microstimulation of an FEF site (20-50-ms train) was applied 200-500 ms after visual stimulus presentation. Monkeys were required to maintain fixation throughout the course of visual stimulus presentation, and only correctly completed trials were included in the analyses. Throughout all experiments, eye position was monitored with a scleral search coil and digitized at 200 Hz. All visual stimulus and microstimulation conditions were randomly interleaved and were controlled by the CORTEX system for data acquisition and behavioral control.
Responses to two oriented bar stimuli (0°, 45°, 90°, or 135°) were examined during each experiment, and on each trial visual stimuli were presented to the RF individually. In a subset of experiments, stimuli were presented at one of two positions within the RF: either at the end point of the saccade that could be evoked with suprathreshold FEF stimulation (the aligned position) or at another position (the misaligned position). The misaligned position was chosen to maximize the separation between the aligned and misaligned positions while still evoking a reliable response from the V4 neuron. In all experiments, a second visual stimulus was also presented outside the RF at the mirror-image location in either the ipsilateral or upper hemifield on every trial because the effects of FEF stimulation have been shown to be greatest in the presence of ''distracter'' stimuli (12) . Visual stimuli were most often two grayscale bars of orthogonal orientation (0.5-0.9 Michaelson contrast) but occasionally consisted of two bars of the same orientation but different colors. The experimenter attempted to select two test stimuli that varied in their ability to evoke V4 responses, but stimulus tuning was not characterized before carrying out an experiment. The simulated phosphene stimulus was a two-dimensional Gaussian brightness modulation superimposed on the RF stimulus (either the oriented bar stimulus or the background). Simulated phosphenes were presented for 66 ms at 500 ms after RF stimulus onset, the time when FEF stimulation would have occurred, although no microstimulation was ever applied during the simulated phosphene experiments. Visual stimuli were displayed on LCD (52-cm vertical ϫ 87-cm horizontal, 60 Hz) and CRT (30-cm vertical ϫ 40-cm horizontal, 60 Hz) monitors, positioned 57 cm in front of the monkey, with photopic background illumination.
Single-Neuron Recording in V4. Single-neuron recordings in awake monkeys were made through surgically implanted cylindrical stainless steel or titanium chambers (20-mm diameter) overlying the prelunate gyrus. Electrodes were lowered into the cortex by using a hydraulic microdrive (Narishige, Tokyo, Japan). Activity was recorded extracellularly with varnish-coated tungsten microelectrodes (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) of 0.2-to 1.0-M⍀ impedance (measured at 1 kHz). Extracellular waveforms were classified as single neurons by using both template-matching and window-discrimination techniques (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) and Plexon (Dallas, TX). V4 neuron RFs were mapped in a separate behavioral paradigm in which oriented bars were swept across the display while the monkey fixated a central spot. The RFs of V4 neurons studied were in the lower contralateral field with eccentricities between 5°and 16°.
Electrical Microstimulation of the FEF. Electrical microstimulation consisted of a 20-to 50-ms train of biphasic current pulses (0.2-0.25 ms, 200 Hz) delivered with a Grass stimulator (S88) and two Grass stimulation isolation units (PSIU-6). Current amplitude was measured by the voltage drop across a 1-k⍀ resistor in series with the return lead of the current source. All stimulation was delivered by varnish-coated tungsten microelectrodes of 0.2-to 1.0-M⍀ impedance (measured at 1 kHz). In each monkey, the FEF was first localized on the basis of its surrounding physiological and anatomical landmarks and the ability to evoke fixed-vector, saccadic eye movements with stimulation at currents of Ͻ50 A (9). During each experimental session, we mapped the saccade vector elicited at the cortical site under study with the use of a separate behavioral paradigm (10) . The stimulating electrode was advanced until sites were localized from which saccades could be evoked into the RF of the V4 neuron under study, and the current threshold for evoking saccades was measured for this site. Experimental currents were set at 50% of the FEF site's saccadic threshold (10) (11) (12) (13) .
Analyses. Onset responses were characterized by analyzing neural activity during a 90-to 190-ms window, relative to the presentation of visual stimuli. Stimulation and control trials were collapsed in all analyses of visual-onset activity. Analyses of the effects of FEF stimulation on V4 responses were conducted during a 70-ms time window beginning after the offset of microstimulation, adjusted for any stimulation artifact, and during the corresponding period of control trials. This window was chosen to avoid any indirect effects of disturbances in fixation after microstimulation on visual responses (13) . For the subset of neurons tested with 20-ms trains of stimulation, a moving 20-ms analysis window was used to examine the effect of stimulation.
Stimulus tuning was determined by performing a paired t test on the responses observed to the two different visual stimuli. ROC areas were used as an index of stimulus tuning and were calculated as in a previous study (18) during both the onset-and late-analysis windows. Specifically, for each trial we computed the average firing rate during the relevant analysis window (early or late) for the two visual stimulus conditions. We then computed the probability that the firing rate in preferred and nonpreferred stimulus conditions exceeded a criterion, P (Hit) and P (False Alarm), respectively. The criterion was incremented from 0 to the maximum firing rate, and the probability of exceeding each criterion was computed. Thus, a single point on the ROC curve is produced for each increment in the criterion, and the entire ROC curve is generated from all of the criteria. The area under the ROC curve is a measure of the separation between the two distributions and provides a measure of how well the neuronal response discriminates the two visual stimuli. Differences in ROC areas, at the population level, were assessed by way of a permutation test on paired samples (46) . The permutation test was carried out by randomly assigning a coefficient of ϩ1 or Ϫ1 to each difference in ROC area (e.g., stimulation minus control) and computing the mean difference across the population. After generating 1,000 of these random differences, the mean observed difference was compared with the randomly generated distribution to determine whether it fell outside of the 95th percentile.
Population response-variance functions were computed and analyzed as in previous studies (16, 22) . Specifically, for all neurons the variance in spike count (across trials) versus the average spike count within the analysis window was plotted, and the data were fit with a power function. Fits were computed for both stimulation and control conditions, and the resulting power and coefficient terms were compared with paired t tests. For the analysis of the effect of microstimulation on response magnitude in the population, each neuron's activity was normalized by its largest average response during all visual stimulus conditions, and a paired t test was performed. All analyses were performed on the combined population of neurons from the four monkeys.
